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Introduction 

Tiki's marketing strategy 

 

The trend of strong e-commerce makes the shopping habits of Vietnamese people have 

changed markedly in recent years. From an online book sales site established in 2010, 

Tiki has been one of the largest online retailers in Vietnam with more than 2 million 

online visitors and has recorded remarkable achievements in sales. , profitability as well 

as improving consumer shopping experience. In particular, what marketing strategy did 

Tiki use to confidently dominate the Vietnamese e-commerce market? 

Tiki's position in the e-commerce market 

Tiki is an enterprise in e-commerce industry established in 2010, with initial start mainly 

online book business, after 7 years, Tiki.vn has now become a multi-online online 

retailer. industry with 9 basic consumer goods sectors, in which the book is still a 

product "identify" the enterprise brand. 

It can be said that Tiki is a big rival of Lazada with a rapid growth. Website Tiki.vn has 

more than 300,000 products in 12 fields of electronics, lifestyle and books. 

Tiki achieves the highest customer satisfaction rate and the lowest rate of return among 

all e-commerce operators in Vietnam due to its very reasonable supply chain control 

capabilities from professionals. subject, from collaboration with well-known brands, 

provides high quality goods to warehouse and logistics management, payment and 

premium customer service. 

In 2016, the multi-industry retail website Tiki.vn has developed rapidly with many 

outstanding imprints to affirm its position and ambition to become a leader in Vietnam's 

e-commerce field. 

Improve the user experience 

Compared to the time when Tiki was founded (in 2010), Vietnam's shopping habits have 

changed. A report from Euromonitor points out that up to 75% of respondents prefer 

online shopping. The reason is because online shopping helps consumers save time, pay 

conveniently, have price comparison conditions and is often bought at a cheaper price, 

re-delivered, any time. Which point of the day, ... This convenience, coupled with an 

increasingly young population, improved income levels and the increasing penetration of 

the Internet and mobile devices have led to retail operations. Online in Vietnam 

achieved outstanding growth, enhancing the consumer experience. 
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“Vietnamese consumers often choose big names like Tiki.vn when shopping by the 

variety of product types and service quality. However, a large product portfolio can make 

consumers unable to find products that really fit their needs. Online retailers can apply 

technology to make sure consumers will find what they are looking for. Tiki is a 

testament to the typical success of increasing customer interaction and sales conversion. 

We look forward to promoting the growth of online retailers in Vietnam through 

technologies that bring a better shopping experience to consumers. ”Thep Mr. Alban 

Villani, Commercial Manager, Zone Southeast Asia of Criteo. 

Invade the Marketplace 

In early 2017, Tiki has transformed business models from B2C to Marketplace model. 

Instead of importing the goods themselves, monitoring quality and selling to customers, 

Tiki will now act as an online trading platform, where different vendors can post their 

products. Therefore, the number of items offered on Tiki has increased rapidly, rather 

than merely books like before. 

Basically, Marketplace is a complete step of B2C model. Tiki was very smart when he 

chose to develop in this direction. 

In terms of trust, 85% of customers are satisfied with the quality and service of Tiki. With 

400,000 customers buying goods at Tiki every month, the return rate is only 0.95%. 

According to DealToday's overall picture of payment in Vietnam, 23% of consumers pay 

by card and 77% pay on delivery (COD). Meanwhile, according to Tiki representative, 

Tiki's card payment rate has reached 34% and COD method accounts for 66%. 

Besides, Tiki has to face with challenges of product input quality, controlling origin and 

building trust with customers when implementing marketplace model. 

PR - Affirm the brand and dominate the market with sales fever 

Besides diversifying products, to be able to compete directly with Lazada and other 

brands when constantly launching special promotions and communications to promote 

awareness of diversity, especially Household products and technology. 

However, the number of discussions related to "books" of users is still overwhelming and 

currently accounts for the majority of Tiki's discussions. This shows that the promotion 

of brand resonance on Tiki's diversity has not really brought results. The image of 

"online book retailer" has been deeply rooted in the minds of users, requiring Tiki to 

have a long process with more activities to achieve communication purposes. 
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However, throughout 2014, Tiki has made a lot of outstanding PR campaigns to increase 

brand awareness and reflect his diverse business model in the eyes of customers. 

Influence marketing 

In recent times, Tiki has actively used influence marketing. The reason is probably 

because Tiki also needs to target a larger, more popular customer group after 

transforming the business model. Moreover, Tiki could not sit still when the opponents 

also strongly won customers for the promotion of the end of the year: Lazada has Fairy 

Hair as a representative, Shopee is Son Tung M-TP. Even these two e-commerce sites 

broadcast TVC on national television channels, a previously uncommon thing in this field 

in Vietnam. In order to compete with these two large e-commerce sites, Tiki has chosen 

Ngoc Trinh and Chi Pu as two representatives, especially Chi Pu with the decision to 

become a singer that has raised public opinion in recent times. . In less than a month, 

Tiki has made everyone go from surprise to surprise. When many people were not 

surprised by Ngoc Trinh's role as the representative for the promotion of Single Day 

11/11 and Black Friday 24/11, the brand continued to "play big" by using the highly vocal 

voice. controversy Chi Pu to promote promotions at the end of 12/12. 

Returning to the music of the Tet holiday, Tiki has shown his role in wanting to bring Tet 

to people more gently, more comfortably, and full of Tet taste with quickness. , 

convenient. 

Many people have a positive attitude and more enthusiastic response to the Tet 

atmosphere that Tiki is bringing. This is also a good sign for Tiki in the days of adjacent 

Tet. 

Conclusion 

Although still facing competitors like Lazada, Sendo, ... or Lotte, Aeon, Mobile World has 

jumped into the field of e-commerce, Tiki has also taken steps for sustainable 

development. to affirm its position in the market. It can be seen that Tiki's marketing 

strategy clearly shows the goals and ambitions of the brand. In the coming time, Tiki 

seems to be "planning" to upgrade the operation and supply system, and expand more 

items to meet the increasing demands of customers, initially expanding services. 

"TikiNOW - 2 hours of delivery" to other cities. With the steps from customer trust and 

TikiNOW service to deliver Tet as they are communicating, is this a strong and bright 

point in e-commerce industry in Vietnam? 


